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SAALM at the top of the illuminati pyramid? Quote

You might be interested in the
following information:

I first became aware of the
existence of this organization,
entering the home page of James
Casbolt.
I downloaded the page referred by
Casbolt, [link to
z13.invisionfree.com]

below is the information found at
the pages of SAALM, believe this
organization to be at the top of the
Illuminati pyramid. And I also feel,
that if this information could get to your listeners/viewers, it would reveal
something important to them, which would in turn have implications at the
presidential election, and also regarding the future of humanity.

The photos can still be found by writing "SAALM" on google (the site shows photos
of kissinger, brezinsky, Ellen White Book, ...)

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
below is the information found at the pages of SAALM

The email by KSH which was intercepted by our group :

About my role in SAALM - Dr KSH
We called ourselves "spooks." It implied that our work was intriguing as well as
secret. But, it was said tongue in cheek since although our intelligence gathering
efforts were clandestine, they were not covert, were quite routine and by and large
anything but intriguing. Yet, over the course of my years working for the Supreme
Annunaki Alliance of Lord Marduk -- or "SAALM" as we on the inside called it -- I
was privy to some sensitive and disturbing intelligence.

But, first some background. The global intelligence community is just that, a
community, a society unto itself with social guidelines even stricter than those of an
ordinary open society. Even personnel peripheral to Agency intelligence work must
have intensive security checks and clearances in order to step foot into the NSA
complex. Thus, the hierarchy of security clearances begins at the Top Secret level
and goes on from there. There are parallel and layered levels of clearances which
allow the bearer access only to concomitantly classified information. Most
intelligence remains off limits to even the cleared analyst by the requisite "need to
know" restriction.

Only a select few, who sit at the top of the hierarchy, are privy to the vast bulk of
intelligence processed by the Agency. By controlling the type of information passed
on to National Security Council policy makers, these few Agency heads effectively
wield an immense amount of influence by proxy with profound national --if not
global- - implications. Their hidden agendas remain hidden ... to the public, the
Congress and members of the National Security Council itself (unless, of course,
there is collusion between certain members of the NSC and Agency higher-ups)..

While I worked at the Agency as an expert on Code, Computer mainframes and
Internet traffic analysis in the early 1990's, I had learned of a secret group deep
within the agency that had expert knowledge on Extraterrestrial and Covert contact
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with beings and intelligences from outside our solar system, and later as I learned,
from a certain group not considered "alien" by those on the inside. This group was
referred to as "Anu_Na_Ki" and was supposedly led by an imposing albino male
known as Marduk, who has presumably been living here on Earth [ in a base under
a lake in Tanzania and occasionally at Mt Ziel near Pine Gap in Australia] for the
past few thousand years.

The unstated anti-Constitution and democratic policy within the deepest levels of
the global Intelligence Community is one which --until now-- has been successfully
kept from public knowledge, or even general knowledge at the Agency since the
"need to know" where such policies are made is strictly confined to the Masonic
select, specifically the highest levels of masonry at the 33rd degree and beyond. It
was, therefore, quite by accident that I discovered that there are in fact chambers
at NSA that are off limits to Masons below the 33rd degree, and Intelligence agents
with the highest clearances, simply because they have not graduated to the 33rd
degree of masonry and been initiated into these secrets.

Clearly, efforts towards the general global populations demise and the
establishment of a Masonic Zionist global dictatorship are made here. These Agency
inner sancta are so totally immune from any monitoring, that such unconstitutional
goings on have a totally free hand. Are there such inner sancta that are off limits to
blacks, Orientals, Jews or other global minorities? There is no reason to believe that
there aren't, since there is absolutely no answerability that would prevent it. Such
discriminatory practices fly in the face of the US Constitution's Bill of Rights.
Likewise, working against the global democracy in the world seems hardly very
ethical.

I was a loyal American military intelligence analyst who contributed towards the
free worlds planned demise. I received my honorable discharge from the US Army
and I am a free man; many colleagues of mine, by contrast, have been liquidated.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Dear Brothers

As you know The S.A.A.L.M. group was compromised by a security breach recently.

I have conferred with P1 and P2 and we are currently establishing a reviewed
security protocol which should prohibit any type of attack or compromise in the
future.

This temporary email address is part of the renewed security protocol. If anyone
receives unsolicited or "stray-duck" emails, please fwd them immediately to my new
address...

---------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------

INDOCTRINATION for MEMBERS OF S.A.A.L.M.

Re. electronic signature, do NOT worry about it now. We'll get to it once a few
changes are made. Patience. This has never been done before, not quite in the way
we're proposing.

Re. Don't worry about ID, this will be done here at the shop, but we will have
suggestions below. About TS/SCI, put full name down, including the W. Re. regs and
laws, legal requires us to help you get the regs. You can get them off P21 directly;
make a list of them and keyword S.A.A.L.M. or code as is known, and the titles and
parts. Most direct way. I am not worried about the NDA. Agreed to it for protection
against using HCI (high classif info) as we will have to on occasion.
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Item 1 defines what the type of info is, according to the PEO number, and what
being give access to such info means.

Item 2 says you are aware of what security is needed and why, and that you
understand the basic procedure for sharing the information you have or generate
with others: that is, only with members of the group and no one else, no
exceptions.

Item 3 warns against the potential danger of disclosure by direct or nonauthorized
means, that is, acting disconnected from the group for whatever personal belief(s)
or reason(s). Then it goes on to say that if anyone else, outside the group, is to get
any information you have or generate, that this would require a direct written
permission to do so OR you have directly verified that this is authorized and that
you can do so. This is one of the roles played by the first-among-equals -- to protect
us all from such potential screw-ups.

Item 4 says you know that breach of this agreement will result in your being asked
to leave the group. And that, depending upon what it is you did, any one of a series
of parts and titles of CFR and some laws can apply and be used against you in a
court of law. This is a dissuader of breaches of this agreement.

Item 5 dissuades us from disclosing anyone from the association with S.A.A.L.M.
punishable by death.

Item 6 tell us that the agency will seek extreme termination with prejudice in the
case of a breach of this agreement resulting in the disclosure of unauthorized
information, beginning with extreme harrassment in order to stop the disclosure.

Item 7 establishes clearly ownership of the information and here you need to read
carefully to understand what it really says, for by invoking ownership by the Link
(of which we are a part) we all also own the information. Internal regs will clarify
this point as we go, internal meaning group generated.

Item 8 says that you are bound by all items in this agreement until such time that
one of the first-among-equals (most likely P4 ) releases you to do a limited release
as part of something the group agrees to do, or is part and parcel of the overall
mission. Otherwise, it reminds you that all parts of the agreement apply to you at
all times.

Item 9 is self-evident. Essentially, it says that if one item of this agreement cannot
be enforced, all others remain in force and applicable. And,

Item 10 says that you know that all the CFR sections listed, the congressional act
mentioned, and the executive order listed in the item apply to your participation in
S.A.A.L.M. and that you accept their coverage over your activities as part of the
group. This is the part that basically states each of us are covered under these
sections and other other applicable regulations and laws. And it says you recognize
your responsibility in obtaining copies of all these regs and laws and that we can
help you get them if you can't find or get them yourselves. And,
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Item 11 says you don't intend to lie or mislead when you sign this agreement, or
any time after.

About any further information from you, it is not necessary at this time. Likewise,
whenever you are going to work on any S.A.A.L.M. stuff, contacting S.A.A.L.M.
agents, discussing Marduk and/or Annunaki protocols, it is quite necessary as
keyboard stroking is quite readable from elsewhere. Will see that some level of
encryption be available to all members, working on that as we speak. Make sure
you are not exposed to the net, scalar techtronics, or to anyone else getting the
better of you

Let me know if you can't find items mentioned in agreement. Will then help. Do you
need anything else that I can do now or in next few days? I'm gonna be unavailable
for a day or two, probably until Wed. Will take a rest trip to the mountains and the
sequoias for a day or two. Will take laptop with, but can't promise I will have signal
where I'm going...

Let the computer suggest a code name for you all: or choose a new one (to use in
the group) and XXX as your codesign (for A-33_Z information system registry
name), as there will only be one master list of all with all add-on names. Include
CSs in text somewhere on form, please. Tell me today or tomorrow, if possible, if
this is sufficient for you to send the forms filled out back to me so I can get them on
system before I leave. Know this, too, that NOTHING given by members of the
group to MIS-ACTION leaves the group's system; this is NOT, repeat NOT, shared
with any group outside. Sufficient authority internally to set this up and operate it.
NDA is insurance that no one will get prosecuted for using HCI from time to time,
and to know that we are producing some unique stuff here. It is not so much
guarding against GOVOR, NGOS and others that we're concerned; it's the leakage
to Link SIGs inside the Link itself. Look, there's exopolitics between them as there is
between and among us.

P6

---------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------

S t r a t e g i c C o n c e p t

A L L E L E M E N T S

W O R K I NG T O G E T H E R

All elements must now indeed begin to fit together and work together. The
construction of our scalar computer grid at Pine Gap, indicates the end status of our
"information field" that we know as soul or spirit embodied or indexed to one
physical frame and converted into usable information and data that can be applied
to real time power. Here is where allegory meets fact and turns into information.
Read these words with your mind’s eye that can access the whole of you, for what
you know as spirit in you is the part that will understand, instruct, and guide you in
this endeavor.

Be it known by One and All: the body is a bearer of information in and of itself, and
within itself. It is Creation in and through which Source experiences Itself and Its
creation. The perfect information field indexed to a body is already in human forms
native to Earth. The perfect body hosts a perfect information field predicated on 24
base aminoacids, not 20 as the bodies of Earth humans currently are. Current
science and human penchant for the idea of immortality have led scientists to a
quest for human longevity by the suppression of certain enzymes and the
enhancement of neuropeptides, in a biotechnological symphony of attempts. Yet, it
is yet not realized that Source as Creator has already programmed all DNA to reach
and achieve life forms of maximum feasible complex oscillating biological life
matrices. This is a philharmonic quest for a biologic emancipation from exclusive
dependence on the planetary/star system context in which the complex life form
emerges. And much of the change the living matrix undergoes is already in what so
far we know as mind, which is contained in Source as Creator, expressed as a
biomind overfunction that turns a biokind into a unity-support under the operation
of a dedicated biomind member, who acts as first-among-equals switchboard of
permutated interchange of and among all members of the unity-support as biomind-
overfunction. This is a most accurate conceptual representation of what biokinds
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must become, as all biominds must ultimately join the One Voice in each galaxy
that shall ultimately join all others in all galaxies as the Voice in Source as Creator.

In less technical language, the human species on Earth is at the door of a
species-wide awakening to its whole membership-mind. This is not a telepathic
phenomenon, as it is often misunderstood and portrayed in the literature, on the
net, and in movies. Rather, it is an energetic phenomenon that also involves the
Earth. Humans and their star-planet tandem are at the door of becoming a
biogeosystem, or intricately woven system where human biology, Earth energetics,
sun energetic cycles, and human biology awaken a process of genetic changes
already inscribed in our DNA and genes (regardless of how much Ša.A.Mi. genetic
material is in our DNA, or what you have seen referred to as Annunaki) that will
take ten- to twenty-thousand years to bring our biokind to par with other Link
members in terms of longevity.

Source is what you know as God in the role of Creator at Work. Source is the
Thought boundary to the seven superdomains, from and through, which everything
is. This is known as Unum – the sum total of Creation. Source expresses in seven
superdomains, each being contained therein by the next, all contained therein by
Source, like an onion contains its precious core. And core is the ratio of space/time
in which our bodies are now, but of which our information clouds are not. The Milky
Way and all galaxies in the universe are hosts to all Life manifestations from a
perfect DNA created and placed by Source in 4-spacetime – the spacetime ratio in
which life as we know it exists in three dimensions of space and three expressions
of time. The latter, time, is technically not a dimension in the same way space is; it
is more an aspect, for there is vertical time (which is a series of time aspects of
12,960,000 infinities) and horizontal time (time aspects that are manifest locally, as
local time in space/time locales or addresses in 4-spacetime).

THE EYE of Horus

This third and final S.A.A.L.M. document announces the EoH. It will be followed by
formal invitations to those who have replied and planning begin shortly on the
setting up of a a new Lodge which shall then interconnect all those who chose to
become S.A.A.L.M.- S.A.A.L.M. members.

Neither P1 nor I wish to exercise direct control over the group, except as
participants and specialized information source. The tasks for the group are specific
to the three functions mentioned in the first two releases. This third is intended to
put everything together, along with a substantial information base for each
individual on each of the first two functions to have and hold as basis for moving
forward -- as the page on which each need to be on to move onward and forward.
This information is intended for group members, and group members only, until as a
group, ground rules arise as to how the information products developed from within
the group are to be made available to the public.

We, who conceived the idea of this group, intend it to be operated on the basis of
fairly basic rules of thumb -- logical ground rules most everyone can agree to.
Everyone must also realize the importance of the group’s intent and purpose, and
weigh it against the need to protect it so it may serve us all well in accomplishing
the goals set forth for its existence and operation. We do not wish to compromise a
plan conceived by Lord Marduk over 25,000 years ago

We need to begin with trust in each, each other, motivation that drives the group to
fulfill the functions established, and the motivations that drive each and everyone in
fulfilling the objectives agreed to by the goals which drove the formation of the
group in the first place. Much of what we propose to do with and through S.A.A.L.M.
has never been done in the public domain -- ever. And the attempts we know about
have not worked for a variety of reasons. One of the main ones, from our viewpoint,
has been the lack of trust in the wisdom and reliance on the native intelligence and
experience of those participating in whatever the effort was at the time.
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Aside from the usual group rules for the operation of this group, additional ways of
handling information -- products and their dissemination -- would be have to be
developed and evolved as an organic group, with facilitation on the part of members
interested in seeing specific information items disseminated. This would require
awareness and understanding on the part of those driving forward to do their bid
with any one product of the time sequence and timing requirements already set
long ago for the performance of specific procedures and function cascades between
group onset on the net and the mid-third trimester of 2011. All of this would be
provided to S.A.A.L.M. members as eyes-only group documents to be absorbed and
filed for reference as securely as possible.

It is important for everyone to realize, understand and accept from the beginning
that this is not set up as something open to everyone. It is NOT. People may join by
invitation only, and only by agreement of the entire group that what the person
being considered possesses skills and experiences necessary to the functions and
objectives of the group. Thus, to a large extent, membership is utilitarian and
driven by the goals and objectives set by the group functions and desired outcomes.
We therefore propose that the S.A.A.L.M. lodge be formed by invitation only, that
invitees be asked to furnish the entire group with a curriculum vitae of their
background, accomplishments and experiences, writing samples of essays
and/papers written (including professional papers, reports, monographs, and books
published online or by publishing houses, that the member promoting the invitation
be responsible for gathering all necessary information on the invitee, and
submitting a proposal for membership to all members by email, providing sufficient
information to members for each to determine in his or her own mind and heart the
worthiness of the proposal, the utility of the background and experiences of the
invitee, and the function invitee desires to perform in the group. A first-among-
equals serves the function of moderator in the internal debate on whether or not
the proposed member is extended the invitation to join, conducts sounding surveys
of the membership, submits questions to the prospect sent by the membership,
conducts membership consults over the net or by appointment, draws closure on
discussion by sounding surveys concerning readiness to vote, conducts the final
vote, declares consensus acceptance of the candidate and authorizes extension of
invitation to the member who proposed the candidate for membership.

If the invitee is or has been a member of a civilian or military intelligence
organization, this individual shall undergo a full vetting process involving his or her
experiences and associations while in such organization. All members of the group,
without exception, need to vote (up or down) on all admissions to the group; we
propose that admission criteria be circumscribed to background and experiences
pertinent to the group’s needs and goals, verification and reliability of the
information provided, invitee disclosure of personal and professional information,
background and standing in his or her community, and such other criteria deemed
appropriate and necessary by the consensus of the membership. We then propose
that the group function by the principle of the first-among-equals/consensus
agreement. The operational definition of this principle is that the group is neither
hierarchical in structure, nor is it driven by power motives associated with any one
viewpoint or its hegemony within the group.

The first-among-equals are those who conceived, organized, and operationalized the
group at its inception, and continue on serving as functional information conduits,
facilitators, moderators and organic stimulants of viewpoints and worldviews to help
explain, clarify, extend, associate, and made accessible any information cumuli (or
information that combines and merges into ever higher orders of gnosive
complexity and abstraction) to the membership by virtue of previous access and
exposure to organic-enhancing means of improving optimal CNS/enteric intellectual
performance.

The first among equals in the group are: P6 , P2 and P1. Of the three first-among-
equals, the one ultimately responsible to the Link and to S.A.A.L.M for the
accomplishment of the goals and objectives of S.A.A.L.M. is P33. The others – P13
and P15– are the pillars of this group – the fifth element in a higher-order
defensive complex that, without this group’s performance of its functions and
fulfillment of its goals, it would and could not work. More on the situation
confronted by humankind as members of the Link have made guardian functions in
certain institutional groups mentioned on this document and on the BRIEFING
BOOK 1, for bona fide members admitted by the membership.
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P6

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx

The material available at this site is owned by the S.A.A.L.M. and third parties and
may only be used in the ways described:

· You may take temporary copies necessary to browse this site on screen

· Unless otherwise stated, you may download or print a single copy of S.A.A.L.M.
copyright material for research or personal use

· You must not change any of the material or remove any part of any copyright
notice.

Always Check the Information!

Information at this site:

· is specific TS/SCI information provided as part of S.A.A.L.M.s role in the
dissemination of information relating to Lord Marduk and the Supreme Annunaki
Council is scientific, medical, technical or expert advice is subject to the usual
uncertainties of advanced scientific and technical research may not be accurate,
current or complete is subject to change without notice should never be relied on as
the basis for doing or failing to do something.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Pie de fotos

Lord Enlil waiting before his final address in which he spoke to all S.A.A.L.M
members on behalf of His Royal Highness Lord Marduk and Queen Nanshaazuur.
Lord Enlil announced that the capstone of establishing Lord Marduk as King of Kings
of SoL will soon be set. The speech concluded with a sincere thanks to all members
efforts and a toast was pronounced to the target date of Dec 22nd 2012.

Esteemed S.A.A.L.M. members were truly honoured to receive His Holiness Lord
Naanuur, 2nd in line to the Anu-Na_ki Royal lineage, and Grand Architect and
Patron of the 33rd degree of Zion and S.A A.L.M. Seen here with P13.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxx

Intro

Brothers:

Welcome to the S.A.A.L.M
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We have our work cut out for us. Please download attachment form on which we ask
that you provide us with certain information on yourself. This information will NOT
be shared with any patrons or funding sources, present or former employers, or
anyone outside the group. The information gathered therein will be used to catalog
talent within the group, suggest assignments to new members and invite "old"
members to task forces, focus groups, analysis conferences, etc. In other words, it is
intended for dcision-making on deployment of talent within the group to tasks as
they may appear on the horizon.

We hope to have an information system set up such that a server not connected to
the net but accessible through "gates" can store all group production by member, so
when specialty and talent needs to be identified for any one or more tasks
important to the group, this may be quickly by the stroke of a few keys.

Additionally, upon consultation with foundation legal counsel, it has been
determined by the first-among-equals that any work performed by anyone, of any
nationality, for and on behalf of S.A.A.L.M. will require strict compartmentalized
coverage under certain chapters and parts of the Code of Federal Regulations (CRF)
and other congressional acts and laws. We will handle highly sensitive information
without the benefit of formal clearance vetting; therefore, each of us need to sign at
minimum a nondisclosure agreement that describes what our legal advisors require
S.A.A.L.M members to be covered for. Shortly, you will also get a security
indoctrination memo from one of us. This will address item No. 2 in the
nondisclosure agreement following the CV questionnaire. This is information with
you, in compliance with legal requirements set for us to go by.

We have established a nonvetting status for S.A.A.L.M members to receive and
work with what is essentially information of a classified nature. Nonvetting means
that there will not be a lengthy background check process, and that much of the
responsibility for keeping the ranks free of checkered characters and egomaniacs
falls on us the founding members. The suggestion has been made, and the first-
among-equals and some of the first members agree, that the first fifty members be
declared "founding members" -- a distinction that constitutes more of a badge of
courage and wisdom about the necessity for S.A.A.L.M and the personal valor for
being a stand-up and be counted kind of person.

We will need to have these documents back as soon as feasibly possible. Keep
copies for your records but off the desktop.

Again, welcome Brothers. Work is ahead of us, but let's have fun doing it.

In service to All.

P6

Xxxxxxxxxxxx

Task Members

I am going to invite you to log in onto the SAALM group, go to the FILES section,
click, and get into the Orion_Sirius_Asmodeus Folder. Once in, to the the Exercise
1a- WA-G4B0032 Word.doc, download it and follow the instructions at the end of
the file. We are using an identical strategy here to the one used in getting our own
folks to gain perspective(s) on and discernment of an information-set, and then
subject the intellectual extract(s) of what you are able to gain from your analysis of
the set to your "other" brain's "intellect" and see what happens. What will be
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interesting for us to learn about all of yourselves in doing this exercise. When you
start dealing with real information on things of interest to the group, I need to know
you will have the metamethod in place and your visceral "nose" is working and fully
engaged. We'll also get to see throughout these exercises how much, how well (or
how little) you trust your enteric brain, its information processing and your trust
and use of the information it generates for you...Makes sense?

Tell me your views and feelings on the task.

CA-3 continues his and the team's trek. His location is not related to his tasks, but
rather it is a necessity for him at this time. He is proceeding on down to the next
location, and once over onto the other. We're heeding his recommendation and
taking them in tandem.

Recruiting continues. We pick up seven and lose three (due to the CV/NDA
requirement). The team you belong to is still short of people but it will come. The
two others are beginning to work on T&D assignments (such as what you are
starting now). For the next 12 months, we'll slowly bring everybody up to par and
up to speed on things, and once 2D is in your hands, allow about 3-6 months to
have people get into Accelerated Learning from the inside out, not the other way
around. Am enclosing a relatively new article DA-1 and I did a while ago, as it is
pertinent to some of the questions you raised about enteric info processing and A.L..
It is actually a presentation on the bases of life physics, with particular attention to
4-spacetime "reality matrices." I have a feeling it will help you understand things a
little clearer.

P4

Dear SAALM Members:

Accelerated learning module 5 is ready to be downloaded. . The S.A.A.LM. Group, as
some of you already know is a group of invited agency group heads who work
directly with ALL ET related issues across the globe.

Please visit DA-3.s webblog, and you are invited to leave your comments at any
time. The only one you'll know is me: I am P4. There are others associated with
SAALM., namely P1 to P9. You will notice also that those associated with our SAALM
Group will have an alpha-numeric designation, while those who are brother
members of the 33-degree of Zion will simply have a one or two word designations,
without numbers. Below are members of the SAALM. Team, made up of people from
both groups, which is the entire list with input access to the blog.

SAALM TEAM

SAALM 33 degree of ZION

P1 Plato

P2 Spartacus

P3 Aristotle

P4 NingShaazur

P5 Mithrus

P6 Asmodeus
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P7 Cicero

P8 Templar

P9 Annanaues

There are 45 more designators corresponding to 42 more SAALM. Group members,
while there are 3 more people associated with the research institute that supports
this effort who are part of the Team.

Now that you know the basic rules for knowing who belongs to which group, you can
follow their adventures and work.

Cordially,

P4

SAALM - 33 degree Zion

Xxxxxxxxxx

This post being forwarded from C4 in Charlie Group, things going well over there:

Hello Brothers

Greetings from Zurich

Just wanted you to know how blessed we are at your positive experiences. Isn't 2D
absolutely astonishing? Not that any of us newbies can fully get around it
intellectually yet -- but we WILL in time, because herein is the "philosophers stone"
-- the quintessence that men have yearned for and sought after for all time but has
up until now seemed to be an unsolvable mystery. Like P1 said, as we interface with
the profundity of this material, the cells of our very DNA REJOICE and
spontaneously reach out to embrace and be immersed in it. That's because this is
why we were born.

Carathreceus and I extend a warm hug. Indeed, it may well be YOU to be the first in
Charlie group to do Accelerated Learning on demand -- but who is "first" doesn't
matter because we are ALL ONE, ALL serve Lord Marduk and this is cooperation
rather than competition. The fact that Charlie group has had such success is a huge
boost to us all.

Be at peace my brother.

We have a great cloud of witnesses that are encouraging us all at every moment of
this discovery of discoveries. How incredibly blessed we are!

If you feel like it, write up a little something to post on the SAALM Blog and we will
begin a dialogue that will be an All One gestalt that will combine ALL of our
experiences into a major AHA for everyone -- including our experienced mentors
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who demonstrate such genuine care and leadership through being transparent
examples.

I hope you read P1s recent post on the SAALM network -- it was profoundly moving
and demonstrates the art of the genuine. What more can I say?

Look forward to more contact with you -- and let's do it on the WG so everyone can
get the benefit.

Peace, interconnectivity, agape and zoe!

C4

Subject: Preapplication from Alpha member for Working Group

FYI, this came to P4, P5 and myself today. I've polled the others, and have their
agreement that RomanCandle would be a good addition to the Working Group. He is
member of Alpha group, Traveler-1 (DTS) and Raven's group. I was also forewarned
by DTS that GreatWaldo (the fellow with the Annunaki Gold from the Rothschild line
is also interested in joining, but have not heard from him yet. Anyway, below please
find copy of his message to P1 P2 and P12

----------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------

G07 -- Chief Scientist

G09 -- Project Officer

Membership Preapplication -- S.A.A.L.M. Working Group --

This is my preapplication for membership in the S.A.A.L.M. Working Group. I am
sending this preapplication by advice of my Alpha-FAE, Traveler-1, and per
conversation with P3 on 3 September 2006. You already have my CV and I have
signed all documentation required earlier this year.

I respectfully petition membership in the Working Group. I have contributions to
make that members may find helpful, and I am ready to do my part in the effort.

Sincerely,

RomanCandle

----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------

Since this is preapplication, that means he is announcing intention and testing the
waters... He's the orange... I will put together a summary of what he submitted, and
as he is an engineer at the lab, he is covered by things you are not covered for, so
let me get around that and see if I can get hold of his CV and possibly a resume, at
least of things you can see... We need to vote on this. Good enough? Let me know
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as soon as possible, so as to be able to give him an answer to what I understand will
be a formal application once he hears from one of us unofficially...

In service,

P4

ned2012
User ID: 486043
10/14/2008 10:54
AM

Re: SAALM at the top of the illuminati pyramid? Quote

From James Casbolt's post on the link that you referred to I gathered that
Brzezinski is P1, i.e. at the top of the SAALM group. However, in the downloaded
page that you posted I did not find Brzezinski's name, anywhere. Do you have other
pages from the SAALM site where there is a mention of Brzezinski's name or his
photo? If so, can you post that information, so that we can expose this group, with
the appropriate evidence, before they play havoc with US politics?

NikkiLaVey 
User ID: 272356
10/14/2008 10:58
AM

Re: SAALM at the top of the illuminati pyramid? Quote

I have over the last 30 years of my life read many books ... articles and what have
you!

We know that the Bavarian Illuminati existed back in the 1700's

Everything Else is Speculation! Books and books of stuff but no concrete evidence ...
Secret Letters written by so and so ... but ZERO proof the letter is real. Such and
such said this and that to so in so .. That My Dears isn't proof.

Why is all these people reveal secrets of the Illuminati don't get killed before they
reveal their dark secrets or made to disappear?

As a Disclaimer I must admit back in the 90's there was a site that claimed they had
"Proof" I was an Illuminati Agent.

The "Proof" against me follows:

I was an Officer in Air Force Special Operations" .... True!

I worked for Naval Intelligence (SPAWAR) at one time .... True!

I was working for a Government Contractor (SETA) right down the road from CIA
HQ .... True!

I know a awful lot about secret societies including the Illuminati .... True!

Therefore I am an Illuminati Agent .... False!

If we don't help each other who will

Dream the Good Dream,

Nikki

R...
User ID: 490829
10/19/2008 4:32 AM

Re: SAALM at the top of the illuminati pyramid? Quote

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 63568
10/19/2008 5:21 AM

Re: SAALM at the top of the illuminati pyramid? Quote

Casbolt is a disinfo artist, conman, fantasist (too much cannabis) and hoaxer, who
has been banished from many forums on the internet after becoming exposed as
the scam artist he is. ANYTHING you read by him should be treated as though you
had found a pile of steaming shit on your carpet.

Back to Forum Post New Thread Reply View Favorites

Vote For Godlike Productions!
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Disclaimer:
This website exists for entertainment purposes only. The reader is responsible for discerning the validity, factuality or implications of information posted here, be
it fictional or based on real events. Moderators on this forum make every effort to review the material posted on this site however, it is not realistically possible for our

small staff to manually review each and every one of the more than 5000 posts GodlikeProductions gets on a daily basis. The content of posts
on this site, including but not limited to links to other web sites, are the expressed opinion of the original poster and are in no way representative of or endorsed by
the owners or administration of this website. The posts on this website are the opinion of the specific author and are not statements of advice, opinion, or factual

information on behalf of the owner or administration of GodlikeProductions. This site may contain adult content and if you feel you might be offended by such content,
you should log off immediately.

Not all posts on this website are intended as truthful or factual assertion by their authors. Some users of this website are participating in internet role playing,
with or without the use of an avatar. NO post on this website should be considered factual information on face value alone. Users are encouraged to USE

DISCERNMENT and do their own follow up research while reading and posting on this website. Godlikeproductions.com reserves the right to make changes to,
corrections and/or remove entirely at any time posts made on this website without notice. In addition, Godlikeproductions.com disclaims any and all liability for

damages incurred directly or indirectly as a result of a post on this website.

This site is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. You should not assume that this site is error-free or that it will be suitable for
the particular purpose which you have in mind when using it. In no event shall Godlikeproductions.com be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, including, without limitation, those resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether or not advised of the
possibility of damage, and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this site or other documents which are referenced by

or linked to this site.

Some events depicted in certain posting and threads on this website may be fictitious and any similarity to any person living or dead is merely coincidental. Some other
articles may be based on actual events but which in certain cases incidents, characters and timelines have been changed for dramatic purposes. Certain characters may

be composites, or entirely fictitious.

We do not discriminate against the mentally ill!

Fair Use Notice:
This site may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. Users may make such material available

in an effort to advance awareness and understanding of issues relating to civil rights, economics, individual rights, international affairs, liberty, science & technology,
etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17

U.S.C.Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research
and educational purposes.

For more information please visit:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml

This Disclaimer is subject to change at anytime.

Mail Webmaster with questions or comments about this site.
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Lord Enlil
User ID: 356891
1/17/2008 7:56 AM
Report abusive post

WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

CHECK OUT THE PHOTOS !

[link to www.freewebs.com]

Glp Training
Learn Proven Compliance Strategy Space Is
Limited, Register Today!
www.cfpie.com

GLP Training Courses
Training for lab staff, management, and
quality assurance personnel.
www.toxconsultant.com

Mail Signature Manager
Email Signature & Disclaimer Solution for
Outlook and OWA
www.symprex.com

tvtech3
User ID: 346425
1/17/2008 7:58 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Uh oh, chitt stay away as you have entered into a very top secret gov site. beware

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 351608
1/17/2008 8:00 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Seeing as it's hosted on freewebs...

Chick 
User ID: 356952
1/17/2008 8:06 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Let's see how long the link stays up.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:10 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

S t r a t e g i c C o n c e p t

A L L E L E M E N T S

W O R K I NG T O G E T H E R
All elements must now indeed begin to fit together and work together. The construction
of our scalar computer grid at Pine Gap, indicates the end status of our "information field"
that we know as soul or spirit embodied or indexed to one physical frame and converted
into usable information and data that can be applied to real time power. Here is where
allegory meets fact and turns into information. Read these words with your mind’s eye
that can access the whole of you, for what you know as spirit in you is the part that will
understand, instruct, and guide you in this endeavor.

Be it known by One and All: the body is a bearer of information in and of itself, and
within itself. It is Creation in and through which Source experiences Itself and Its
creation. The perfect information field indexed to a body is already in human forms native
to Earth. The perfect body hosts a perfect information field predicated on 24 base
aminoacids, not 20 as the bodies of Earth humans currently are. Current science and
human penchant for the idea of immortality have led scientists to a quest for human
longevity by the suppression of certain enzymes and the enhancement of neuropeptides,
in a biotechnological symphony of attempts. Yet, it is yet not realized that Source as
Creator has already programmed all DNA to reach and achieve life forms of maximum
feasible complex oscillating biological life matrices. This is a philharmonic quest for a
biologic emancipation from exclusive dependence on the planetary/star system context in
which the complex life form emerges. And much of the change the living matrix
undergoes is already in what so far we know as mind, which is contained in Source as
Creator, expressed as a biomind overfunction that turns a biokind into a unity-support
under the operation of a dedicated biomind member, who acts as first-among-equals
switchboard of permutated interchange of and among all members of the unity-support as
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biomind-overfunction. This is a most accurate conceptual representation of what biokinds
must become, as all biominds must ultimately join the One Voice in each galaxy that shall
ultimately join all others in all galaxies as the Voice in Source as Creator.

In less technical language, the human species on Earth is at the door of a species-wide
awakening to its whole membership-mind. This is not a telepathic phenomenon, as it is
often misunderstood and portrayed in the literature, on the net, and in movies. Rather, it
is an energetic phenomenon that also involves the Earth. Humans and their star-planet
tandem are at the door of becoming a biogeosystem, or intricately woven system where
human biology, Earth energetics, sun energetic cycles, and human biology awaken a
process of genetic changes already inscribed in our DNA and genes (regardless of how
much Ša.A.Mi. genetic material is in our DNA, or what you have seen referred to as
Annunaki) that will take ten- to twenty-thousand years to bring our biokind to par with
other Link members in terms of longevity.

Source is what you know as God in the role of Creator at Work. Source is the Thought
boundary to the seven superdomains, from and through, which everything is. This is
known as Unum – the sum total of Creation. Source expresses in seven superdomains,
each being contained therein by the next, all contained therein by Source, like an onion
contains its precious core. And core is the ratio of space/time in which our bodies are
now, but of which our information clouds are not. The Milky Way and all galaxies in the
universe are hosts to all Life manifestations from a perfect DNA created and placed by
Source in 4-spacetime – the spacetime ratio in which life as we know it exists in three
dimensions of space and three expressions of time. The latter, time, is technically not a
dimension in the same way space is; it is more an aspect, for there is vertical time (which
is a series of time aspects of 12,960,000 infinities) and horizontal time (time aspects that
are manifest locally, as local time in space/time locales or addresses in 4-spacetime).

THE EYE of Horus

This third and final S.A.A.L.M. document announces the EoH. It will be followed by formal
invitations to those who have replied and planning begin shortly on the setting up of a a
new Lodge which shall then interconnect all those who chose to become S.A.A.L.M.-
S.A.A.L.M. members.

Neither P1 nor I wish to exercise direct control over the group, except as participants and
specialized information source. The tasks for the group are specific to the three functions
mentioned in the first two releases. This third is intended to put everything together,
along with a substantial information base for each individual on each of the first two
functions to have and hold as basis for moving forward -- as the page on which each need
to be on to move onward and forward. This information is intended for group members,
and group members only, until as a group, ground rules arise as to how the information
products developed from within the group are to be made available to the public.

We, who conceived the idea of this group, intend it to be operated on the basis of fairly
basic rules of thumb -- logical ground rules most everyone can agree to. Everyone must
also realize the importance of the group’s intent and purpose, and weigh it against the
need to protect it so it may serve us all well in accomplishing the goals set forth for its
existence and operation. We do not wish to compromise a plan conceived by Lord Marduk
over 25,000 years ago

We need to begin with trust in each, each other, motivation that drives the group to fulfill
the functions established, and the motivations that drive each and everyone in fulfilling
the objectives agreed to by the goals which drove the formation of the group in the first
place. Much of what we propose to do with and through S.A.A.L.M. has never been done
in the public domain -- ever. And the attempts we know about have not worked for a
variety of reasons. One of the main ones, from our viewpoint, has been the lack of trust
in the wisdom and reliance on the native intelligence and experience of those
participating in whatever the effort was at the time.

Aside from the usual group rules for the operation of this group, additional ways of
handling information -- products and their dissemination -- would be have to be
developed and evolved as an organic group, with facilitation on the part of members
interested in seeing specific information items disseminated. This would require
awareness and understanding on the part of those driving forward to do their bid with
any one product of the time sequence and timing requirements already set long ago for
the performance of specific procedures and function cascades between group onset on the
net and the mid-third trimester of 2011. All of this would be provided to S.A.A.L.M.
members as eyes-only group documents to be absorbed and filed for reference as
securely as possible.

It is important for everyone to realize, understand and accept from the beginning that
this is not set up as something open to everyone. It is NOT. People may join by invitation
only, and only by agreement of the entire group that what the person being considered
possesses skills and experiences necessary to the functions and objectives of the group.
Thus, to a large extent, membership is utilitarian and driven by the goals and objectives
set by the group functions and desired outcomes. We therefore propose that the
S.A.A.L.M. lodge be formed by invitation only, that invitees be asked to furnish the entire
group with a curriculum vitae of their background, accomplishments and experiences,
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writing samples of essays and/papers written (including professional papers, reports,
monographs, and books published online or by publishing houses, that the member
promoting the invitation be responsible for gathering all necessary information on the
invitee, and submitting a proposal for membership to all members by email, providing
sufficient information to members for each to determine in his or her own mind and heart
the worthiness of the proposal, the utility of the background and experiences of the
invitee, and the function invitee desires to perform in the group. A first-among-equals
serves the function of moderator in the internal debate on whether or not the proposed
member is extended the invitation to join, conducts sounding surveys of the membership,
submits questions to the prospect sent by the membership, conducts membership consults
over the net or by appointment, draws closure on discussion by sounding surveys
concerning readiness to vote, conducts the final vote, declares consensus acceptance of
the candidate and authorizes extension of invitation to the member who proposed the
candidate for membership.

If the invitee is or has been a member of a civilian or military intelligence organization,
this individual shall undergo a full vetting process involving his or her experiences and
associations while in such organization. All members of the group, without exception,
need to vote (up or down) on all admissions to the group; we propose that admission
criteria be circumscribed to background and experiences pertinent to the group’s needs
and goals, verification and reliability of the information provided, invitee disclosure of
personal and professional information, background and standing in his or her community,
and such other criteria deemed appropriate and necessary by the consensus of the
membership. We then propose that the group function by the principle of the first-among-
equals/consensus agreement. The operational definition of this principle is that the group
is neither hierarchical in structure, nor is it driven by power motives associated with any
one viewpoint or its hegemony within the group.

The first-among-equals are those who conceived, organized, and operationalized the
group at its inception, and continue on serving as functional information conduits,
facilitators, moderators and organic stimulants of viewpoints and worldviews to help
explain, clarify, extend, associate, and made accessible any information cumuli (or
information that combines and merges into ever higher orders of gnosive complexity and
abstraction) to the membership by virtue of previous access and exposure to organic-
enhancing means of improving optimal CNS/enteric intellectual performance.

The first among equals in the group are: P6 , P2 and P1. Of the three first-among-equals,
the one ultimately responsible to the Link and to S.A.A.L.M for the accomplishment of the
goals and objectives of S.A.A.L.M. is P33. The others – P13 and P15– are the pillars of
this group – the fifth element in a higher-order defensive complex that, without this
group’s performance of its functions and fulfillment of its goals, it would and could not
work. More on the situation confronted by humankind as members of the Link have made
guardian functions in certain institutional groups mentioned on this document and on the
BRIEFING BOOK 1, for bona fide members admitted by the membership.

P6

*What* 
Not rich, but very valuable

User ID: 222817
1/17/2008 8:10 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Are those photos real? Very scary.

I love to have a battle of wits with an unarmed opponent.

Grazer1
User ID: 224805
1/17/2008 8:11 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Sure hope that's some kind of hoax site. But that pic of whoever, and the background,

pretty elaborate hoax. 

In any given situation, you'll either like the outcome, or you won't.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:12 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Dear Brothers

As you know The S.A.A.L.M. group was compromised by a security breach recently.

I have conferred with P1 and P2 and we are currently establishing a reviewed security
protocol which should prohibit any type of attack or compromise in the future.

This temporary email address is part of the renewed security protocol. If anyone receives
unsolicited or "stray-duck" emails, please fwd them immediately to my new address...
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INDOCTRINATION for MEMBERS OF S.A.A.L.M.

Re. electronic signature, do NOT worry about it now. We'll get to it once a few changes
are made. Patience. This has never been done before, not quite in the way we're
proposing.

Re. Don't worry about ID, this will be done here at the shop, but we will have suggestions
below. About TS/SCI, put full name down, including the W. Re. regs and laws, legal
requires us to help you get the regs. You can get them off P21 directly; make a list of
them and keyword S.A.A.L.M. or code as is known, and the titles and parts. Most direct
way. I am not worried about the NDA. Agreed to it for protection against using HCI (high
classif info) as we will have to on occasion.

Item 1 defines what the type of info is, according to the PEO number, and what being
give access to such info means.

Item 2 says you are aware of what security is needed and why, and that you understand
the basic procedure for sharing the information you have or generate with others: that is,
only with members of the group and no one else, no exceptions.

Item 3 warns against the potential danger of disclosure by direct or nonauthorized
means, that is, acting disconnected from the group for whatever personal belief(s) or
reason(s). Then it goes on to say that if anyone else, outside the group, is to get any
information you have or generate, that this would require a direct written permission to
do so OR you have directly verified that this is authorized and that you can do so. This is
one of the roles played by the first-among-equals -- to protect us all from such potential
screw-ups.

Item 4 says you know that breach of this agreement will result in your being asked to
leave the group. And that, depending upon what it is you did, any one of a series of parts
and titles of CFR and some laws can apply and be used against you in a court of law. This
is a dissuader of breaches of this agreement.

Item 5 dissuades us from disclosing anyone from the association with S.A.A.L.M.
punishable by death.

Item 6 tell us that the agency will seek extreme termination with prejudice in the case of
a breach of this agreement resulting in the disclosure of unauthorized information,
beginning with extreme harrassment in order to stop the disclosure.

Item 7 establishes clearly ownership of the information and here you need to read
carefully to understand what it really says, for by invoking ownership by the Link (of
which we are a part) we all also own the information. Internal regs will clarify this point
as we go, internal meaning group generated.

Item 8 says that you are bound by all items in this agreement until such time that one of
the first-among-equals (most likely P4 ) releases you to do a limited release as part of
something the group agrees to do, or is part and parcel of the overall mission. Otherwise,
it reminds you that all parts of the agreement apply to you at all times.

Item 9 is self-evident. Essentially, it says that if one item of this agreement cannot be
enforced, all others remain in force and applicable. And,

Item 10 says that you know that all the CFR sections listed, the congressional act
mentioned, and the executive order listed in the item apply to your participation in
S.A.A.L.M. and that you accept their coverage over your activities as part of the group.
This is the part that basically states each of us are covered under these sections and
other other applicable regulations and laws. And it says you recognize your responsibility
in obtaining copies of all these regs and laws and that we can help you get them if you
can't find or get them yourselves. And,

Item 11 says you don't intend to lie or mislead when you sign this agreement, or any
time after.

About any further information from you, it is not necessary at this time. Likewise,
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whenever you are going to work on any S.A.A.L.M. stuff, contacting S.A.A.L.M. agents,
discussing Marduk and/or Annunaki protocols, it is quite necessary as keyboard stroking
is quite readable from elsewhere. Will see that some level of encryption be available to all
members, working on that as we speak. Make sure you are not exposed to the net, scalar
techtronics, or to anyone else getting the better of you

Let me know if you can't find items mentioned in agreement. Will then help. Do you need
anything else that I can do now or in next few days? I'm gonna be unavailable for a day
or two, probably until Wed. Will take a rest trip to the mountains and the sequoias for a
day or two. Will take laptop with, but can't promise I will have signal where I'm going...

Let the computer suggest a code name for you all: or choose a new one (to use in the
group) and XXX as your codesign (for A-33_Z information system registry name), as
there will only be one master list of all with all add-on names. Include CSs in text
somewhere on form, please. Tell me today or tomorrow, if possible, if this is sufficient for
you to send the forms filled out back to me so I can get them on system before I leave.
Know this, too, that NOTHING given by members of the group to MIS-ACTION leaves the
group's system; this is NOT, repeat NOT, shared with any group outside. Sufficient
authority internally to set this up and operate it. NDA is insurance that no one will get
prosecuted for using HCI from time to time, and to know that we are producing some
unique stuff here. It is not so much guarding against GOVOR, NGOS and others that
we're concerned; it's the leakage to Link SIGs inside the Link itself. Look, there's
exopolitics between them as there is between and among us.

P6

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 350060
1/17/2008 8:13 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

A New direction to secure America???

Masonic passport's to secure global passage???

wtf

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 275504
1/17/2008 8:13 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:14 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Information at this site:

*
is specific TS/SCI information provided as part of S.A.A.L.M.s role in the dissemination of
information relating to Lord Marduk and the Supreme Annunaki Council is scientific,
medical, technical or expert advice is subject to the usual uncertainties of advanced
scientific and technical research may not be accurate, current or complete is subject to
change without notice should never be relied on as the basis for doing or failing to do
something.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:16 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

SAALM members:

My apologies about access. I gave you inaccurate information.

Please follow this procedure: (1) go to CA-23s weblog, where you will be at the sign up
page; in upper right hand corner, there is a sign in box for username and password. You
already have password.

(2) Insert SAALM- wex56D in username field, then password, and this will take you to a
page called "the dashboard," where you will see the name of the blog and right next to it
a green cross (above which reads "new post"). Click on the green cross, and fire away.
When you are finished, you will have buttons available to review, to preview it, and to
publish it or post it. Once you are done, please DO NOT forget to sign out. Otherwise,
anybody can get in by clicking on the "Blogger" icon on the upper left hand corner, and
then going on to the dashboard page and disaster for us all... This is eminently important.
GA2 let me know this AM that he posted something last night. I saw it, and it ought to
raise something in readers -- eyebrows, middle finger, whatever. It's about truth being
slippery -- which I understand where he is coming from. Anyway, see if for yourselves
and react as you will on the blog, or simply say nothing at your option...

PS. Thanks to Cicero for the comments on the Zetan alliance with the Nordics. As I
already said to him, we knew they were real rascals, but they sure had a powerful
induction technique that, used properly, can make anybody do anything. Yes, it is a
self-hypnotic protocol, and what we do is use it to propel (word is propel!) ourselves to a
"place" in mind where "anything" is possible and we "feel" the power of the universe
running through our living matrices. Coupled to an ability to visualize (or induce this
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through hemispheric synchronization using the Monroe Institute technique, or something
else that Ciceros found) this is a near unbeatable combination.

Grazer1
User ID: 224805
1/17/2008 8:16 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

And in that second pic from the bottom, sure looks to me like the left side of Mz.Albrights
face. She would fit right in a group like that.

In any given situation, you'll either like the outcome, or you won't.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:16 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Brothers:

Welcome to the S.A.A.L.M

We have our work cut out for us. Please download attachment form on which we ask that
you provide us with certain information on yourself. This information will NOT be shared
with any patrons or funding sources, present or former employers, or anyone outside the
group. The information gathered therein will be used to catalog talent within the group,
suggest assignments to new members and invite "old" members to task forces, focus
groups, analysis conferences, etc. In other words, it is intended for dcision-making on
deployment of talent within the group to tasks as they may appear on the horizon.

We hope to have an information system set up such that a server not connected to the
net but accessible through "gates" can store all group production by member, so when
specialty and talent needs to be identified for any one or more tasks important to the
group, this may be quickly by the stroke of a few keys.

Additionally, upon consultation with foundation legal counsel, it has been determined by
the first-among-equals that any work performed by anyone, of any nationality, for and on
behalf of S.A.A.L.M. will require strict compartmentalized coverage under certain chapters
and parts of the Code of Federal Regulations (CRF) and other congressional acts and laws.
We will handle highly sensitive information without the benefit of formal clearance
vetting; therefore, each of us need to sign at minimum a nondisclosure agreement that
describes what our legal advisors require S.A.A.L.M members to be covered for. Shortly,
you will also get a security indoctrination memo from one of us. This will address item No.
2 in the nondisclosure agreement following the CV questionnaire. This is information with
you, in compliance with legal requirements set for us to go by.

We have established a nonvetting status for S.A.A.L.M members to receive and work with
what is essentially information of a classified nature. Nonvetting means that there will
not be a lengthy background check process, and that much of the responsibility for
keeping the ranks free of checkered characters and egomaniacs falls on us the founding
members. The suggestion has been made, and the first-among-equals and some of the
first members agree, that the first fifty members be declared "founding members" -- a
distinction that constitutes more of a badge of courage and wisdom about the necessity
for S.A.A.L.M and the personal valor for being a stand-up and be counted kind of person.

We will need to have these documents back as soon as feasibly possible. Keep copies for
your records but off the desktop.

Again, welcome Brothers. Work is ahead of us, but let's have fun doing it.

In service to All.

P6

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:17 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Task Members

I am going to invite you to log in onto the SAALM group, go to the FILES section, click,
and get into the Orion_Sirius_Asmodeus Folder. Once in, to the the Exercise 1a-
WA-G4B0032 Word.doc, download it and follow the instructions at the end of the file. We
are using an identical strategy here to the one used in getting our own folks to gain
perspective(s) on and discernment of an information-set, and then subject the intellectual
extract(s) of what you are able to gain from your analysis of the set to your "other"
brain's "intellect" and see what happens. What will be interesting for us to learn about all
of yourselves in doing this exercise. When you start dealing with real information on
things of interest to the group, I need to know you will have the metamethod in place and
your visceral "nose" is working and fully engaged. We'll also get to see throughout these
exercises how much, how well (or how little) you trust your enteric brain, its information
processing and your trust and use of the information it generates for you...Makes sense?

Tell me your views and feelings on the task.

CA-3 continues his and the team's trek. His location is not related to his tasks, but rather
it is a necessity for him at this time. He is proceeding on down to the next location, and
once over onto the other. We're heeding his recommendation and taking them in tandem.
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Recruiting continues. We pick up seven and lose three (due to the CV/NDA requirement).
The team you belong to is still short of people but it will come. The two others are
beginning to work on T&D assignments (such as what you are starting now). For the next
12 months, we'll slowly bring everybody up to par and up to speed on things, and once
2D is in your hands, allow about 3-6 months to have people get into Accelerated Learning
from the inside out, not the other way around. Am enclosing a relatively new article DA-1
and I did a while ago, as it is pertinent to some of the questions you raised about enteric
info processing and A.L.. It is actually a presentation on the bases of life physics, with
particular attention to 4-spacetime "reality matrices." I have a feeling it will help you
understand things a little clearer.

P4

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:18 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

The email by KSH which was intercepted by our group :

About my role in SAALM - Dr KSH

We called ourselves "spooks." It implied that our work was intriguing as well as secret.
But, it was said tongue in cheek since although our intelligence gathering efforts were
clandestine, they were not covert, were quite routine and by and large anything but
intriguing. Yet, over the course of my years working for the Supreme Annunaki Alliance
of Lord Marduk -- or "SAALM" as we on the inside called it -- I was privy to some sensitive
and disturbing intelligence.

But, first some background. The global intelligence community is just that, a community,
a society unto itself with social guidelines even stricter than those of an ordinary open
society. Even personnel peripheral to Agency intelligence work must have intensive
security checks and clearances in order to step foot into the NSA complex. Thus, the
hierarchy of security clearances begins at the Top Secret level and goes on from there.
There are parallel and layered levels of clearances which allow the bearer access only to
concomitantly classified information. Most intelligence remains off limits to even the
cleared analyst by the requisite "need to know" restriction.

Only a select few, who sit at the top of the hierarchy, are privy to the vast bulk of
intelligence processed by the Agency. By controlling the type of information passed on to
National Security Council policy makers, these few Agency heads effectively wield an
immense amount of influence by proxy with profound national --if not global- -
implications. Their hidden agendas remain hidden ... to the public, the Congress and
members of the National Security Council itself (unless, of course, there is collusion
between certain members of the NSC and Agency higher-ups)..

While I worked at the Agency as an expert on Code, Computer mainframes and Internet
traffic analysis in the early 1990's, I had learned of a secret group deep within the agency
that had expert knowledge on Extraterrestrial and Covert contact with beings and
intelligences from outside our solar system, and later as I learned, from a certain group
not considered "alien" by those on the inside. This group was referred to as "Anu_Na_Ki"
and was supposedly led by an imposing albino male known as Marduk, who has
presumably been living here on Earth [ in a base under a lake in Tanzania and
occasionally at Mt Ziel near Pine Gap in Australia] for the past few thousand years.

The unstated anti-Constitution and democratic policy within the deepest levels of the
global Intelligence Community is one which --until now-- has been successfully kept from
public knowledge, or even general knowledge at the Agency since the "need to know"
where such policies are made is strictly confined to the Masonic select, specifically the
highest levels of masonry at the 33rd degree and beyond. It was, therefore, quite by
accident that I discovered that there are in fact chambers at NSA that are off limits to
Masons below the 33rd degree, and Intelligence agents with the highest clearances,
simply because they have not graduated to the 33rd degree of masonry and been
initiated into these secrets.

Clearly, efforts towards the general global populations demise and the establishment of a
Masonic Zionist global dictatorship are made here. These Agency inner sancta are so
totally immune from any monitoring, that such unconstitutional goings on have a totally
free hand. Are there such inner sancta that are off limits to blacks, Orientals, Jews or
other global minorities? There is no reason to believe that there aren't, since there is
absolutely no answerability that would prevent it. Such discriminatory practices fly in the
face of the US Constitution's Bill of Rights. Likewise, working against the global
democracy in the world seems hardly very ethical.

I was a loyal American military intelligence analyst who contributed towards the free
worlds planned demise. I received my honorable discharge from the US Army and I am a
free man; many colleagues of mine, by contrast, have been liquidated.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:19 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote
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Dear SAALM Members:

Accelerated learning module 5 is ready to be downloaded. . The S.A.A.LM. Group, as some
of you already know is a group of invited agency group heads who work directly with ALL
ET related issues across the globe.

Please visit DA-3.s webblog, and you are invited to leave your comments at any time. The
only one you'll know is me: I am P4. There are others associated with SAALM., namely P1
to P9. You will notice also that those associated with our SAALM Group will have an
alpha-numeric designation, while those who are brother members of the 33-degree of
Zion will simply have a one or two word designations, without numbers. Below are
members of the SAALM. Team, made up of people from both groups, which is the entire
list with input access to the blog.

SAALM TEAM
SAALM 33 degree of ZION

P1 Plato
P2 Spartacus
P3 Aristotle
P4 NingShaazur
P5 Mithrus
P6 Asmodeus
P7 Cicero
P8 Templar
P9 Annanaues

There are 45 more designators corresponding to 42 more SAALM. Group members, while
there are 3 more people associated with the research institute that supports this effort
who are part of the Team.

Now that you know the basic rules for knowing who belongs to which group, you can
follow their adventures and work.

Cordially,

P4
SAALM - 33 degree Zion

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:20 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

This post being forwarded from C4 in Charlie Group, things going well over there:

Hello Brothers

Greetings from Zurich

Just wanted you to know how blessed we are at your positive experiences. Isn't 2D
absolutely astonishing? Not that any of us newbies can fully get around it intellectually
yet -- but we WILL in time, because herein is the "philosophers stone" -- the quintessence
that men have yearned for and sought after for all time but has up until now seemed to
be an unsolvable mystery. Like P1 said, as we interface with the profundity of this
material, the cells of our very DNA REJOICE and spontaneously reach out to embrace and
be immersed in it. That's because this is why we were born.

Carathreceus and I extend a warm hug. Indeed, it may well be YOU to be the first in
Charlie group to do Accelerated Learning on demand -- but who is "first" doesn't matter
because we are ALL ONE, ALL serve Lord Marduk and this is cooperation rather than
competition. The fact that Charlie group has had such success is a huge boost to us all.

Be at peace my brother.

We have a great cloud of witnesses that are encouraging us all at every moment of this
discovery of discoveries. How incredibly blessed we are!

If you feel like it, write up a little something to post on the SAALM Blog and we will begin
a dialogue that will be an All One gestalt that will combine ALL of our experiences into a
major AHA for everyone -- including our experienced mentors who demonstrate such
genuine care and leadership through being transparent examples.

I hope you read P1s recent post on the SAALM network -- it was profoundly moving and
demonstrates the art of the genuine. What more can I say?

Look forward to more contact with you -- and let's do it on the WG so everyone can get
the benefit.

Peace, interconnectivity, agape and zoe!
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C4

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:20 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Subject: Preapplication from Alpha member for Working Group

FYI, this came to P4, P5 and myself today. I've polled the others, and have their
agreement that RomanCandle would be a good addition to the Working Group. He is
member of Alpha group, Traveler-1 (DTS) and Raven's group. I was also forewarned by
DTS that GreatWaldo (the fellow with the Annunaki Gold from the Rothschild line is also
interested in joining, but have not heard from him yet. Anyway, below please find copy of
his message to P1 P2 and P12

----------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------
G07 -- Chief Scientist
G09 -- Project Officer

Membership Preapplication -- S.A.A.L.M. Working Group --

This is my preapplication for membership in the S.A.A.L.M. Working Group. I am sending
this preapplication by advice of my Alpha-FAE, Traveler-1, and per conversation with P3
on 3 September 2006. You already have my CV and I have signed all documentation
required earlier this year.

I respectfully petition membership in the Working Group. I have contributions to make
that members may find helpful, and I am ready to do my part in the effort.

Sincerely,

RomanCandle
----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------

Since this is preapplication, that means he is announcing intention and testing the
waters... He's the orange... I will put together a summary of what he submitted, and as
he is an engineer at the lab, he is covered by things you are not covered for, so let me
get around that and see if I can get hold of his CV and possibly a resume, at least of
things you can see... We need to vote on this. Good enough? Let me know as soon as
possible, so as to be able to give him an answer to what I understand will be a formal
application once he hears from one of us unofficially...

In service,

P4

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:21 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Task Members

I am going to invite you to log in onto the SAALM group, go to the FILES section, click,
and get into the Orion_Sirius_Asmodeus Folder. Once in, to the the Exercise 1a-
WA-G4B0032 Word.doc, download it and follow the instructions at the end of the file. We
are using an identical strategy here to the one used in getting our own folks to gain
perspective(s) on and discernment of an information-set, and then subject the intellectual
extract(s) of what you are able to gain from your analysis of the set to your "other"
brain's "intellect" and see what happens. What will be interesting for us to learn about all
of yourselves in doing this exercise. When you start dealing with real information on
things of interest to the group, I need to know you will have the metamethod in place and
your visceral "nose" is working and fully engaged. We'll also get to see throughout these
exercises how much, how well (or how little) you trust your enteric brain, its information
processing and your trust and use of the information it generates for you...Makes sense?

Tell me your views and feelings on the task.

CA-3 continues his and the team's trek. His location is not related to his tasks, but rather
it is a necessity for him at this time. He is proceeding on down to the next location, and
once over onto the other. We're heeding his recommendation and taking them in tandem.

Recruiting continues. We pick up seven and lose three (due to the CV/NDA requirement).
The team you belong to is still short of people but it will come. The two others are
beginning to work on T&D assignments (such as what you are starting now). For the next
12 months, we'll slowly bring everybody up to par and up to speed on things, and once
2D is in your hands, allow about 3-6 months to have people get into Accelerated Learning
from the inside out, not the other way around. Am enclosing a relatively new article DA-1
and I did a while ago, as it is pertinent to some of the questions you raised about enteric
info processing and A.L.. It is actually a presentation on the bases of life physics, with
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particular attention to 4-spacetime "reality matrices." I have a feeling it will help you
understand things a little clearer.

P4

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 350060
1/17/2008 8:22 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Like P1 said, as we interface with the profundity of this material, the cells of our very
DNA REJOICE and spontaneously reach out to embrace and be immersed in it. That's
because this is why we were born.

Veracity 
User ID: 297086
1/17/2008 8:24 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

"When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace" - Jimi
Hendrix

"Starve the ego; Feed the soul." - DJ AM

The sanctity of the State becomes identified with the sanctity of the ruling class, and the
latter are permitted to remain in power under the impression that in obeying and serving
them, we are obeying and serving society, the nation, the great collectivity of all of us" -

Randolph Bourne

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:26 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

This site could be total crap..

I have accidentally come across similar sites in the past only to find them gone when i
returned. i thought i would copy as much as I could while it is still there.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 354457
1/17/2008 8:29 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

thebbo
User ID: 356966
1/17/2008 8:31 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

WHAT THE F C U K ? ? ?

 

And now, the end is here
And so I face the final curtain
My friend, I'll say it clear
I'll state my case, of which I'm certain
I've lived a life that's full
I traveled each and ev'ry highway
And more, much more than this, I did it my way

Sireen-reborn 
User ID: 335827
1/17/2008 8:31 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

I can't see anything...it tells me "RESTRICTED AREA" on the bottom right of my screen
when I click there.

anything after 'but' is bullshit!

[link to www.myspace.com]

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 317826
1/17/2008 8:32 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Are those photos real? Very scary.

 Quoting: *What*

they are real fakes

thebbo
User ID: 356966
1/17/2008 8:36 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people
inherently and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret
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proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted
concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers, which are cited to justify it.

President John F. Kennedy
Address to Newspaper Publishers
April 27, 1961

--

Greetings Brother Casbolt

Only six more years and the planet will be ours. Our LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus will soon
reign Supreme upon this Planet.

Brothers Brezinski and Kissinger now ruling P40 and the Committee of 300 will implement
the FINAL SOLUTION - billions dead and we gain nourishment upon their BLOOD- The
Haemoglobin is the energy we require.

Rockefeller/Rothschild Iluminata apparatus now preparing for the full financial meltdown

Brother we welcome you into The Brotherhood [ the 33rd degree of Zion ] -

The Zetans will finalize the chipping protocol by 2009, Africa, India and China
containing our AIDS will fall at our feet as the bio-robotic Zetans microchip the
sheep.

All Hail Lord Marduk King of Kings
Caecus Barathrum Contumelia

[link to www.jamescasbolt.com]

From [link to z13.invisionfree.com]

And now, the end is here
And so I face the final curtain
My friend, I'll say it clear
I'll state my case, of which I'm certain
I've lived a life that's full
I traveled each and ev'ry highway
And more, much more than this, I did it my way

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356911
1/17/2008 8:37 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

 

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 350060
1/17/2008 8:48 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

The information contained on this mirror site is presented in no order but in as much as I
could successfully copy and upload.

This site and the files therein represent a time in my life when I was involved with a
group called S.A.A.L.M., which itself was working alongside and with several renegade
elements inside global security agencies such as the NSA, CIA, MI6 and MOSSAD. During
the time working within S.A.A.L.M., I was exposed to, amongst other things, accessing
thier private intranet which dealt with information that the group wished to keep out of
the public domain. The Intranet was password protected and the S.A.A.L.M. members
could log in from anywhere around the globe and access numerous components of the
site, such as briefing papers, announcements, and various downloads. I have megabytes
of this material ready for dissemination into the public domain which will no doubt
distress my former employees, and thus to avoid the obvious harassment that would
ensue, I choose to remain anonymous. (Please be patient as I am still going through the
process of decrypting much of the material which is time consuming).

I present this site more or less as it was before my disconnection from the S.A.A.L.M.
infrastructure. Read the extensive information presented and judge for yourself. I have
much more in my possession, but in reality, it is a small part of the entire S.A.A.L.M.
network and the staggering information it holds. If you navigate to the section containing
the documents on Accelerated Learning for example [ which instruct how certain
Extraterrestrials can manipulate light to manifest real solid objects ] you will understand
why this material is being kept in the hands of the few. These techniques, which appear
like magic to the average person on the street, are the secrets taught at the highest
levels of Freemasonry such as the 33rd degree Lodge of Zion, which is controlled by
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S.A.A.L.M..

Although there is no way of providing hard evidence, the quantity and quality of material
on this site speaks for itself and after you read through it you will be in no doubt as to
the veracity of what has been provided. In recent months others have also verified the
information that is presented here such as ex MI6 operative James Casbolt [
www.jamescasbolt.com ]

Why did I upload the site?. The S.A.A.L.M. group have until 2012 [ Dec 22nd ] to execute
the primary phase of their agenda and bring their Ruler - an ancient Annunaki King called
Lord Marduk into the public domain. I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical
personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings prophesized in the infamous Protocols
of Zion plan, which has been perfected through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two
sons and the global masonic apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will use Accelerated
Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated public exactly as
prophesied according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations). My goal is to
heighten public awareness about these and many other extremely important issues whilst
there is still a window of opportunity. Public awareness is growing at an exciting pace,
and the timing is perfect for the release of my material which will be the straw that
breaks the camels back. The cabal that is S.A.A.L.M. is comprised of many people behind
the scenes - some names you will recognize others will mean nothing to the general
public, although members through the European black nobility, the Vatican, and high
ranking members of the global military apparatus will recognize their names and code
rankings in the site.

If the general public has any questions about this site and S.A.A.L.M. please email me at
this address [ freedomfighter_annunaki@hotmail.com ] and I will answer the questions as
best as I can.

"Freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor; it must be demanded by the
oppressed."

PROCEED TO SITE >>>>

Sky441 
I believe what I think

User ID: 318977
1/17/2008 8:54 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

"We, who conceived the idea of this group, intend it to be operated on the basis of fairly
basic rules of thumb -- logical ground rules most everyone can agree to. Everyone must
also realize the importance of the group’s intent and purpose, and weigh it against the
need to protect it so it may serve us all well in accomplishing the goals set forth for its
existence and operation. We do not wish to compromise a plan conceived by Lord Marduk
over 25,000 years ago"

Marduk was the coder who created the white light and the human mind. He actually
coded himself into his creation some time ago after he learned the fate of his creation; so
he altered his creation to include polarity, which is the seed of suffering.
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DISCERNMENT and do their own follow up research while reading and posting on this website. Godlikeproductions.com reserves the right to make changes to,
corrections and/or remove entirely at any time posts made on this website without notice. In addition, Godlikeproductions.com disclaims any and all liability for

damages incurred directly or indirectly as a result of a post on this website.

This site is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. You should not assume that this site is error-free or that it will be suitable for
the particular purpose which you have in mind when using it. In no event shall Godlikeproductions.com be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, including, without limitation, those resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether or not advised of the
possibility of damage, and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this site or other documents which are referenced by

or linked to this site.

Some events depicted in certain posting and threads on this website may be fictitious and any similarity to any person living or dead is merely coincidental. Some other
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articles may be based on actual events but which in certain cases incidents, characters and timelines have been changed for dramatic purposes. Certain characters may
be composites, or entirely fictitious.

We do not discriminate against the mentally ill!

Fair Use Notice:
This site may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. Users may make such material available

in an effort to advance awareness and understanding of issues relating to civil rights, economics, individual rights, international affairs, liberty, science & technology,
etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17

U.S.C.Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research
and educational purposes.

For more information please visit:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml

This Disclaimer is subject to change at anytime.

Mail Webmaster with questions or comments about this site.

Page generated in 0.233s (6 queries)
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 119873
1/17/2008 9:00 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

give me a break.....

lamâshtu 
User ID: 225414
1/17/2008 9:03 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

old stuff anyway

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 74029
1/17/2008 9:04 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

it's a hoax, the site itself and the pictures
lord enil is a photoshopped picture of Zbigniew Brezinski
take a look for yourself
[link to thinkprogress.org]

Sky441 
I believe what I think

User ID: 318977
1/17/2008 9:06 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Supreme Annunaki Alliance of Lord Marduk -- or "SAALM"

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 193501
1/17/2008 9:07 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

secret society that reads sitchin?
marduk?
boy, if I was going to be on earth as a humanlike being/King, Id make myself look
more like Depp or something. tho he looks pretty good for the age of 25 grand.

pttttt

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 350060
1/17/2008 9:11 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

SAALM, LORD MARDUK, ANNUNAKI, FREE MASONS, NEW WORLD ORDER, JAMES
CASBOLT

The information contained on this mirror site is presented in no order but in as
much as I could successfully copy and upload.

This site and the files therein represent a time in my life when I was involved with a
group called S.A.A.L.M., which itself was working alongside and with several
renegade elements inside global security agencies such as the NSA, CIA, MI6 and
MOSSAD. During the time working within S.A.A.L.M., I was exposed to, amongst
other things, accessing thier private intranet which dealt with information that the
group wished to keep out of the public domain. The Intranet was password protected
and the S.A.A.L.M. members could log in from anywhere around the globe and
access numerous components of the site, such as briefing papers, announcements,
and various downloads. I have megabytes of this material ready for dissemination
into the public domain which will no doubt distress my former employees, and thus
to avoid the obvious harassment that would ensue, I choose to remain anonymous.
(Please be patient as I am still going through the process of decrypting much of the
material which is time consuming).

I present this site more or less as it was before my disconnection from the
S.A.A.L.M. infrastructure. Read the extensive information presented and judge for
yourself. I have much more in my possession, but in reality, it is a small part of the
entire S.A.A.L.M. network and the staggering information it holds. If you navigate to
the section containing the documents on Accelerated Learning for example [ which
instruct how certain Extraterrestrials can manipulate light to manifest real solid
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objects ] you will understand why this material is being kept in the hands of the
few. These techniques, which appear like magic to the average person on the street,
are the secrets taught at the highest levels of Freemasonry such as the 33rd degree
Lodge of Zion, which is controlled by S.A.A.L.M..

Although there is no way of providing hard evidence, the quantity and quality of
material on this site speaks for itself and after you read through it you will be in no
doubt as to the veracity of what has been provided. In recent months others have
also verified the information that is presented here such as ex MI6 operative James
Casbolt [ www.jamescasbolt.com ]

Why did I upload the site?. The S.A.A.L.M. group have until 2012 [ Dec 22nd ] to
execute the primary phase of their agenda and bring their Ruler - an ancient
Annunaki King called Lord Marduk into the public domain. I believe Lord Marduk is
in fact the real physical personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings
prophesized in the infamous Protocols of Zion plan, which has been perfected
through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global masonic
apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will use Accelerated Learning technology to
manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated public exactly as prophesied
according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations). My goal is to
heighten public awareness about these and many other extremely important issues
whilst there is still a window of opportunity. Public awareness is growing at an
exciting pace, and the timing is perfect for the release of my material which will be
the straw that breaks the camels back. The cabal that is S.A.A.L.M. is comprised of
many people behind the scenes - some names you will recognize others will mean
nothing to the general public, although members through the European black
nobility, the Vatican, and high ranking members of the global military apparatus will
recognize their names and code rankings in the site.

If the general public has any questions about this site and S.A.A.L.M. please email
me at this address [ freedomfighter_annunaki@hotmail.com ] and I will answer the
questions as best as I can.

"Freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor; it must be demanded by the
oppressed."

PROCEED TO SITE >>>>

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 336011
1/17/2008 9:13 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

found this as well:

I am a member of the FFN
(freedom fighter network). The
other members of this
organisation are a group of
defected NSA personnel. We
oppose the SAALM (supreme
Annunaki assembly of Lord
Marduk) brotherhood. SAALM is
an organisation working with
many renegade cabals inside the
global intelligence apparatus
including the NSA, CIA, MI6 and
MOSSAD.

The SAALM brotherhood has until Dec 22nd 2012 to bring about the main phase of
their agenda. This primary phase is the official formation of a one world government
and to bring their ruler (an ancient Annunaki king called Lord Marduk) into the
public domain.

Part of their plan is a massive reduction in the planets population to bring the
numbers down to a level they can control and then impose a slave society. SAALM
call this the FINAL SOLUTION.

Here is an email from one of their members (one of the top bio-physicists in the
world, who worked at the Pine Gap underground facility in Australia). This man was
involved in trying to recruit me into SAALM.
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“Greetings Brother Casbolt

Only six more years and the planet will be ours. Our LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus will
soon reign Supreme upon this Planet.

Brothers Brezinski and Kissinger now ruling P40 and the Committee of 300 will
implement the FINAL SOLUTION - billions dead and we gain nourishment upon their
BLOOD- The Haemoglobin is the energy we require.

Rockefeller/Rothschild Iluminata apparatus now preparing for the full financial
meltdown

Brother we welcome you into The Brotherhood [ the 33rd degree of Zion ] -

The Zetans will finalize the chipping protocol by 2009, Africa, India and China
containing our AIDS will fall at our feet as the bio-robotic Zetans microchip the
sheep.

All Hail Lord Marduk King of Kings
Caecus Barathrum Contumelia”

Lord Marduk’s base of operations is currently in an underground faculty located in
Tanzania, Africa. The FFN has until Dec 22nd 2012 to stop this plan. Part of our
stratagem to accomplish this is a worldwide disclosure on the Extra-terrestrial
presence on this planet.

Certain members of the FFN have worked side by side with ET’s in their time with
the NSA. As unbelievable as this sounds, proof shall be presented to public of this.

Sky441 
I believe what I think

User ID: 318977
1/17/2008 9:14 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

"While I worked at the Agency as an expert on Code, Computer mainframes and
Internet traffic analysis in the early 1990's, I had learned of a secret group deep
within the agency that had expert knowledge on Extraterrestrial and Covert contact
with beings and intelligences from outside our solar system, and later as I learned,
from a certain group not considered "alien" by those on the inside. This group was
referred to as "Anu_Na_Ki" and was supposedly led by an imposing albino male
known as Marduk, who has presumably been living here on Earth [ in a base under
a lake in Tanzania and occasionally at Mt Ziel near Pine Gap in Australia] for the
past few thousand years."

Maybe this is Marduk in his own creation.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 336011
1/17/2008 9:18 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

intriguing, but it must just be an elaborate hoax

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 74029
1/17/2008 9:23 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

it's a hoax, the site itself and the pictures
lord enil is a photoshopped picture of Zbigniew Brezinski
take a look for yourself
[link to thinkprogress.org]

Enlilson 
Son of son of son of Enlil

User ID: 337505
1/17/2008 9:24 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

To the OP I would be more worried about taking Enlil's name as your own. The
enlilite's and the enkite's are not related and Marduk is the son of Enki.. In fact it
was because of Marduk that Enlil left earth.

Just a thought as it is your choice to do so.

__O__/
#
_/_\_____
"
Outside OUTSIDE ......Surf it now.....

Sky441 
I believe what I think

User ID: 318977
1/17/2008 9:26 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

"PS. Thanks to Cicero for the comments on the Zetan alliance with the Nordics. As I
already said to him, we knew they were real rascals, but they sure had a powerful
induction technique that, used properly, can make anybody do anything. Yes, it is a
self-hypnotic protocol, and what we do is use it to propel (word is propel!) ourselves
to a "place" in mind where "anything" is possible and we "feel" the power of the
universe running through our living matrices. Coupled to an ability to visualize (or
induce this through hemispheric synchronization using the Monroe Institute
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technique, or something else that Ciceros found) this is a near unbeatable
combination."

Nancy would love this...

"Lord Enlil waiting before his final address in which he spoke to all S.A.A.L.M
members on behalf of His Royal Highness Lord Marduk and Queen Nanshaazuur.
Lord Enlil announced that the capstone of establishing Lord Marduk as King of Kings
of SoL will soon be set. The speech concluded with a sincere thanks to all members
efforts and a toast was pronounced to the target date of Dec 22nd 2012."

The second coming of the Christ?

"SAALM passports are now ready after recall of earlier version due to encoding
error. New version correctly allows our members to proceed through all global
security terminals. IMPORTANT: Members will be unable to utilize these in China
until 14/05/02."

This website is old... I'm calling BS on this.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 354457
1/17/2008 9:29 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

[link to forum.myspace.com]

[link to forum.myspace.com]

Enlilson 
Son of son of son of Enlil

User ID: 337505
1/17/2008 9:29 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

"Lord Enlil announced that the capstone of establishing Lord Marduk as King of
Kings of SoL will soon be set".

LMFAO would never happen in trillion years.

__O__/
#
_/_\_____
"
Outside OUTSIDE ......Surf it now.....

Sky441 
I believe what I think

User ID: 318977
1/17/2008 9:33 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

[link to forum.myspace.com]

[link to forum.myspace.com]

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 354457

The photo of Enlil is a complete fake, and a horrible photoshop job. I've taken the
liberty of debunking this photo. I have enlarged the face and changed the contrast
to show what was hidden in the original photo.

First, the enlarged picture and I have circled clear indications of a
photomanipulation. Below the picture I will include explanations that correspond to
the individual portion I have selected.

IMAGE (  [link to i49.photobucket.com] 

A) The entire hairline makes it apparent that a new layer has been merged onto an
original photo and the layer is explicit. Towards the bottom-right portion of the
circled region clear rigidity and a large difference in contrast is clear. As well as a
huge clear cut difference in skin tone.. 2 completely different images and a poor
blending/feathering job.

B) Right above the "eyebrow" region, there is a very distinct straight line that
seperates not only the pattern in his skin but the color.

C) (the contrast may be a little too much for some of ya'lls settings, but..) There are
2 areas where someone used the "patch tool" on this area seperating, once again,
the original picture with the cover up, possible to cover up, perhaps a recognizable
marking (ie, mole or something to that effect).
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D) Once again, dead center of the circled region a clear horizontal line is present
seperating the upper and lower portions of the cheek, wrinkles and patterns in the
skin come to a hault on the top portion where as the bottom portion of the circled
area clearly shows weathering of the skin... yet another horrible flaw in this
photoshopped image.

and finally:
E) The smudging/stretching directly below the chin are clear indications of
manipulation, primarly done with the "liquify" tool in photoshop. This would be used
to push the end of the chin closer to the mouth.

Lastly, his hands are youthful and of a completely different color and tone than the
face.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 172574
1/17/2008 9:50 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Grazer1
User ID: 224805
1/17/2008 9:50 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

Hey Sky, I think I have to agree with you on the manipulation deal. Couldn't access
your enhanced image, but in Gimp, which I've only been using a week or so, I did
see some of the same things your talking about when using black white filters and
such. About the layers though, Gimp read it as only a single layer even though the
image was supposedly in rgb.
Oh well, even if a hoax, it was still fun.

In any given situation, you'll either like the outcome, or you won't.

Tangwystyl 
User ID: 354457
1/17/2008 9:55 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

[link to forum.myspace.com]

[link to forum.myspace.com]

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 354457

I was laying in bed half asleep using the laptop on side table, so couldnt really type,
just copy/paste. I wasnt logged in either.. OP, you had me freaking out I had visited
that site at first lmfaooo.. I'm like a block away from a lodge/temple/whatever they
call it.. sheesh..

freaky stuff though.. glad it's a hoax..

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
The budget should be balanced,
the Treasury should be refilled,
the arrogance of officialdom should be tempered and controlled,
and the assistance to foreign lands should be curtailed lest Rome become bankrupt.
People must again learn to work, instead of living on public assistance.

Cicero - 55 BC
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 357007
1/17/2008 10:16 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

The global intelligence community is just that, a community, a society unto itself
with social guidelines even stricter than those of an ordinary open society. Even
personnel peripheral to Agency intelligence work must have intensive security
checks and clearances in order to step foot into the NSA complex. Thus, the
hierarchy of security clearances begins at the Top Secret level and goes on from
there. There are parallel and layered levels of clearances which allow the bearer
access only to concomitantly classified information. Most intelligence remains off
limits to even the cleared analyst by the requisite "need to know" restriction.

Only a select few, who sit at the top of the hierarchy, are privy to the vast bulk of
intelligence processed by the Agency. By controlling the type of information passed
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on to National Security Council policy makers, these few Agency heads effectively
wield an immense amount of influence by proxy with profound national --if not
global- - implications. Their hidden agendas remain hidden ... to the public, the
Congress and members of the National Security Council itself (unless, of course,
there is collusion between certain members of the NSC and Agency higher-ups)..

The OP
User ID: 357005
1/17/2008 10:17 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

CHECK OUT THE PHOTOS !

[link to www.freewebs.com]

 Quoting: Lord Enlil 356891

So, you made that site and want to run a new sociological analysis on us!? Not
gonna work this time!!!1

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 356965
1/17/2008 10:25 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

TYPE "SAALM" UP THERE IN THE SEARCH, YOU'LL SEE WE DEALT WITH THIS SITE A
LONG TIME AGO.

HERE: FEED ON THIS:
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 341282
1/17/2008 10:41 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

TYPE "SAALM" UP THERE IN THE SEARCH, YOU'LL SEE WE DEALT WITH THIS
SITE A LONG TIME AGO.

HERE: FEED ON THIS:
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 356965

Yes, it just a psy-op / hoax

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 319899
1/17/2008 11:03 AM

Re: WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS WEBSITE ABOUT ? ? ? Quote

This website is an elaborate game devised by a group of computer gamers/geeks
who honestly have lost touch with reality. It is brilliant, but do not go to this site or
interact with them. One of the players posts here often. They have been known to
hack web sites and they stalk each other all over the Internet. Part of the game is
posting bizarre rants on different forums getting people to interact and comment on
their bizarre theories. If a code word is used inadvertently by one of the members,
the forum is then hacked and taken down.

These are seriously delusioned, albeit very intelligent, kids with nothing better to do
than to sit at their computers all day and play this highly wrought game.

One member has many identities and has come to really believe that he controls all
events in the world, and has even posted that it is he who decides who gets cancer
and who is cured. He has lost touch with any concept of reality.

They are masters at hacking so I advise to stay away from this website. They have
crashed many websites and forums just to brag that they have done so and gain
recognition in the game. If you delve into this nonsense it will take you from
website to another and you will find many instances where their subjects of hacking
interest are mentioned.

I forewarn because a forum where I was a member - that had nothing to do with
any subject matter of their interest - was taken down and they even came back to
brag about it. I thoroughly delved into and investigated this, and I am warning all to
stay away from these morons. Once you raise their hackles they stop at nothing to
complete their mission of destruction.
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Disclaimer:
This website exists for entertainment purposes only. The reader is responsible for discerning the validity, factuality or implications of information posted here, be
it fictional or based on real events. Moderators on this forum make every effort to review the material posted on this site however, it is not realistically possible for our

small staff to manually review each and every one of the more than 5000 posts GodlikeProductions gets on a daily basis. The content of posts
on this site, including but not limited to links to other web sites, are the expressed opinion of the original poster and are in no way representative of or endorsed by
the owners or administration of this website. The posts on this website are the opinion of the specific author and are not statements of advice, opinion, or factual

information on behalf of the owner or administration of GodlikeProductions. This site may contain adult content and if you feel you might be offended by such content,
you should log off immediately.

Not all posts on this website are intended as truthful or factual assertion by their authors. Some users of this website are participating in internet role playing,
with or without the use of an avatar. NO post on this website should be considered factual information on face value alone. Users are encouraged to USE

DISCERNMENT and do their own follow up research while reading and posting on this website. Godlikeproductions.com reserves the right to make changes to,
corrections and/or remove entirely at any time posts made on this website without notice. In addition, Godlikeproductions.com disclaims any and all liability for

damages incurred directly or indirectly as a result of a post on this website.

This site is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. You should not assume that this site is error-free or that it will be suitable for
the particular purpose which you have in mind when using it. In no event shall Godlikeproductions.com be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, including, without limitation, those resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether or not advised of the
possibility of damage, and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this site or other documents which are referenced by

or linked to this site.

Some events depicted in certain posting and threads on this website may be fictitious and any similarity to any person living or dead is merely coincidental. Some other
articles may be based on actual events but which in certain cases incidents, characters and timelines have been changed for dramatic purposes. Certain characters may

be composites, or entirely fictitious.

We do not discriminate against the mentally ill!

Fair Use Notice:
This site may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. Users may make such material available

in an effort to advance awareness and understanding of issues relating to civil rights, economics, individual rights, international affairs, liberty, science & technology,
etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17

U.S.C.Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research
and educational purposes.

For more information please visit:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml

This Disclaimer is subject to change at anytime.

Mail Webmaster with questions or comments about this site.

Page generated in 0.148s (6 queries)
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